
McMaster researchers study saliva-based,
asymptomatic testing as a route to limit the
spread of COVID-19

Researchers at McMaster University are studying
saliva-based testing procedures that would enable
routine testing of asymptomatic individuals on a large
scale. Researchers believe the development and
implementation of high-capacity testing procedures -
which could be done in university labs - would enable
large-scale and routine testing of asymptomatic
people to better identify cases, isolate infected
individuals and limit the spread of COVID-19. Read
more

Canadian clinical trial tests ‘old’ plasma
therapy for COVID-19

The Convalescent Plasma for COVID-19 Research
trial is a national clinical trial that investigates if a
treatment tried as far back as the Spanish flu a
century ago will work today. The treatment involves
taking blood plasma – which contains antibodies –
from people who have recovered from COVID-19
infection and then giving the plasma to patients who
are sick enough to be hospitalized with the same
disease. Read more

Indigenous peoples have protective factors
against COVID-19

Indigenous knowledge, practices and community
strengths are helping protect Indigenous families and
communities around the world from COVID-19.
Authors of a new report, including Maureen Dobbins,
a professor in McMaster's School of Nursing, say
protective factors include communities’ strengths,
ways of caring for family and community members,
Indigenous knowledges and practices, as well as
community-centred communications and community-
driven and controlled public health measures. Read
more

$4M launches national study on COVID-19
antibodies in older adults

A $4-million investment from Canada's COVID-19
Immunity Task Force supports a national study to
investigate the burden of SARS-CoV-2 infection
among aging Canadians, a population that has been
shown to be at greatest risk for severe outcomes from
COVID-19 disease. The study is being carried out by
the Canadian Longitudinal Study on Aging, a national
platform for research on aging led by McMaster
University and involving more than 10 academic and
hospital research sites across the country. Read more

McMaster heads network to study deadly
blood infections

A McMaster University-based network has brought
together researchers and patients to tackle sepsis - a
leading cause of death in COVID-19. Sepsis is a life-
threatening condition that results from an out-of-
control immune response to an infection that may lead
to tissue damage, organ failure and death. Read more

McMaster researchers to identify who
gets sick with COVID-19
Two McMaster University professors received
research funding to boost their work to identify
COVID-19 infection rates and to understand why
some people are more susceptible to the virus. Dawn
Bowdish, professor of pathology and molecular
medicine and Michael Surette, professor of medicine,
received $300,000 for two studies from The W.
Garfield Weston Foundation through its Weston
Family Microbiome Initiative. Read more

McMaster researcher helps develop COVID-
19 physiotherapy recommendations

A McMaster University clinician-scientist is among an
international group of cardiorespiratory physiotherapy
experts that has released recommendations on
physiotherapy management for COVID-19 for adult
patients in acute care hospitals. Michelle Kho,
associate professor at McMaster’s School of
Rehabilitation Science, is the Canadian
representative on the guide. Read more

National study collecting data on aging
adults’ experience during COVID-19

How does a pandemic affect the physical and
psychological health of adults as they age? Does
COVID-19 have an impact on the delivery of regular
health-care services? Does a COVID-19 infection lead
to long-term health problems affecting the lungs or
brain? These are just a few of the questions of a
collaborative research project conducted in
partnership with more than 10 institutions across the
country. The project examines the experiences of
older adults during the coronavirus pandemic,
exploring how they cope, the impacts on their physical
and mental health, and changes to how they access
health-care services. Read more

McMaster researcher played key role in
isolating COVID-19 virus

Dr. Arinjay Banerjee, a former postdoctoral
researcher at the Michael G. DeGroote Institute
for Infectious Disease Research, played a critical
role on a small team that successfully isolated
and grew copies of the virus responsible for
COVID-19, enabling Canadian research into how
it behaves and how it might be controlled. Dr.
Banerjee specializes in coronaviruses and in bats,
a rare combination that gave him the ideal
qualifications to collaborate with colleagues from
Sunnybrook Health Sciences Centre and the
University of Toronto on the project. Read more
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Message from the Dean
Each year, we reflect and celebrate the successes of the year before.
Although the past year brought forth challenges due to the pandemic,
and tragic events involving systemic injustices and inequities, we should
applaud our collective tenacity, creativity and resourcefulness that has
allowed us to continue to make important contributions to our world, and
remain steadfast in our ambition to advance human and societal health
and well-being.

This report captures the myriad of successes of 2020 within McMaster
University's Faculty of Health Sciences that are protecting our world,
safeguarding our health and making a meaningful and sustainable
impact. I hope you enjoy this report that highlights the milestones and
contributions in 2020 that have positioned us for even greater success
in 2021.

Best wishes to everyone for a healthy and prosperous year.

Paul O'Byrne, MB, FRCP(C), FRSC
Dean and Vice-President, Faculty of Health Sciences
McMaster University

TOP STORIES OF 2020

McMaster creates and leads new international
nexus for pandemics and biological threats

In 2020, McMaster launched Canada's Global Nexus for Pandemics
and Biological Threats, to ensure Canada and the world are better able
to manage the human and economic devastation of COVID-19 and
avert future pandemics. Researchers across diverse fields of expertise
have rapidly mobilized to deliver on more than 100 COVID-19 related
research projects, leveraging vast international networks. Read more.

Charles and Margaret Juravinski invest in
transformational health research
In the fall of 2020, Charles and Margaret Juravinski gave a gift of $3
million to support health research, following their $3.3-million gift at the
peak of the first wave of the COVID-19 pandemic to support COVID-19
and brain health research. Their gifts fund important health research
projects through the Juravinski Research Institute, which was
established through the couple’s transformative $100-million legacy
estate gift in May 2019. Read more
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